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PROGRAM
Concert Order

DAWN  
from Two Sarah Day Songs by Ian Whitney

TREWELLA  
from Three Water Ballads of Tim Malfroy by Diana Blom

COLLOQUE SENTIMENTAL  
from Il Garrot by Mark Oliveiro

EVE (I)  
by Sean X. Quinn

A SEA SPRAY OF ASH  
by Robert McIntyre

SINCE I LOST YOU  
from This Too Shall Pass by Anne Cawrse

FRUHLINGSGLAUBE  
from Fruhlingszyklus (Spring Song Cycle)  

by Luke Styles

IN MY BRAIN  
by David Evans
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Website
annafraser.net.au

ANNA FRASER 
Soprano
Anna Fraser has gained a reputation 
as a versatile soprano specialising 
predominantly in the interpretation 
of early and contemporary repertoire. 
Anna is a graduate of the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music and New 
England Conservatory (Boston) and 
furthered her studies in the Britten-
Pears Young Artist Program featuring as 
a soloist at the Aldeburgh Festival (UK) 
under the direction of Richard Egarr and 
Antony Rolfe-Johnson.

As a core ensemble member of the Song 
Company for over a decade, Anna has 
had the pleasure of performing in a 
myriad of traditional and exploratory 
programming expertly demonstrating the 
versatility and virtuosity of a cappella 
singing. Equally at home as a dramatist 
on the stage presenting opera and 
historically informed chamber music, 
Anna is a strong exponent in music 
education, particularly with Moorambilla 
Voices and Gondwana Choirs.
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Website
jacksymonds.com

JACK SYMONDS  
Piano
Jack Symonds is a composer, conductor 
and accompanist, and Artistic Director 
of Sydney Chamber Opera. He studied 
composition at the Royal College of 
Music, London under Kenneth Hesketh 
and at the Sydney Conservatorium of 
Music where he received the University 
Medal. Trained also as a pianist and 
trombonist, he continues to work regularly 
as an accompanist and pianist, giving the 
premiere of many new works as well as 
frequently conducting his own and  
others’ music.
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DAWN FROM TWO 
SARAH DAY SONGS
Ian Whitney
In Sarah Day’s collection of poems Tempo 
she explores the passage of time. In these 
two songs, prosaic everyday objects take 
on a great significance. In Dawn, the sun 
illuminates found household objects, 
while the accompanying piano part nods 
to the classical music trope of rising fifths 
to accompany a rising sun. In Mower, the 
poem reflects on the seasonal changes 
of grass while indulging in some playful 
imagery concerning a truck and a mower, 
before a tranquil soliloquy on the act of 
mowing itself.

Text copyright Sarah Day and used with 
the permission of Puncher & Wattmann.
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DAWN BY  
SARAH DAY
Text

Dawn finds its way into the house 
through every recess, 
projecting on to walls oblique 
slow-motion cinema: 
toy canoe and sailing boat 
navigate the bathroom wall; 
a trompe l’oeil window onto moving trees 
configures near a kitchen cabinet; 
water in an unwashed bowl, 
attuned to some vibration, 
ripples across the ceiling; 
a teaspoon on a sill glances ... 
through cracks and keyholes, light 
lets itself into the house, 
not as a sly intruder 
but with a radiant in-pouring, 
a casual, brilliant right of entry.
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IAN WHITNEY
Sydney, New South Wales
Ian Whitney is a Sydney based composer, 
originally from Brisbane who is interested 
in fictional musical narratives. He is 2020-
2021 Layton Emerging Composer Fellow.

His work has been performed by the 
Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra, 
Victorian Opera, PLEXUS, Arcadia Winds, 
Alice Giles, and Ensemble Françaix. 

He is currently undertaking candidacy for 
a Doctor of Musical Arts at the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music, under the 
lead supervision of Carl Vine AO. Before 
returning to further study, Ian worked 
as a cultural bureaucrat at the Embassy 
of Australia, Washington DC and the 
Australia Council for the Arts.

Website
Ianwhitney.com.au
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TREWELLA FROM  
THREE WATER BALLADS 
OF TIM MALFROY 
by Diana Blom
Tim Malfroy is a poet, musician and 
beekeeper who lives west of the Blue 
Mountains, NSW. The three water ballads 
interweave the stories of the Lorelei 
who lured men to their death, Matthew 
Trewella who fell in love with a mermaid 
and followed her to live in the sea, leaving 
behind his wife to mourn his loss. Music 
from ‘Trewella’ forms the basis of The 
Whale’s Song for cello and piano by 
Diana Blom. The songs were written for 
Emma Malfroy and are available on the 
CD Songs by Diana Blom, released by 
Wirripang Pty. Ltd..
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TREWELLA 
Text

Trewella, Trewella close your eyes  
Leave the briny surface behind  
Place your tongue upon my tail  
Then your lung becomes the whale. 

Surging upward, strained for air  
The moon a mirror the cave a lair  
I sing my song my throat a bell  
Into your ears you tiny sea shells 

In your ringing head my echo drones  
And your sunken heart a catacomb  
I drag you down I sing my tune  
My kiss of salt and coral’s bloom. 

Trewella, Trewella you fell off the deck  
And left your wife a storm lit ship wreck  
Now you are mine for evermore  
Only dead men find the shore
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DIANA BLOM
Sydney, New South Wales
Diana Blom, composer and keyboard 
player has written several works for 
voice and piano including Southern 
Songs, Three Poems of Walter de la Mare 
(soprano); The Dark, the Light (contralto); 
Portrait of America, The Library (tenor); 
and Dance Set (bass). She has co-curated 
several composition/performance/CD 
projects of new compositions including 
New art song of the Pacific Rim, and 
War Letters –new music commemorating 
WW1. Diana is co-author of Music 
Composition Toolbox, published by 
Science Press. Scores and CDs are 
published through Wirripang Pty. Ltd., 
Orpheus Music and Wai-te-Ata Press. 
Diana is Associate Professor of Music at 
Western Sydney University

Website
dianablom.com
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COLLOQUE SENTIMENTAL 
FROM IL GARROT 
by Mark Oliveiro
Il Garrot, is a collection of song settings 
for three poems of French (and Canadian) 
origin, organized in a French-English-
French formation. Conceptually, this set 
of poems outlines the rise and fall of a 
striking romance; following a saga from 
a lust born of uncertainty, affection lost 
in the conflict of the mundane, and then 
finally, the reminiscence of a love lost in 
the sparseness of memory.

The final act Colloque Sentimental in  
this romantic chronicle: features the 
distant reminiscence of the couple,  
now devoid of life or love. The piano 
paints this hyper-reality in amongst the 
serenity of a perfected Japanese square 
garden. The spectres of our troubled 
pair wander the reserve, lamenting the 
dissipated affection. This icy lament 
falls in voice and accompaniment as 
the protagonists try to relive shattered 
memories, as delicate as the frost on 
the green of the garden. The piano 
perpetually paints a picture of the sparse 
misty night, where two lovers wander 
aimlessly, with further lamenting calls, 
with nothing but a memory of their love.

Il Garrot, was written for Jane Sheldon 
and Zubin Kanga.
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COLLOQUE 
SENTIMENTAL  
BY VERLAINE
Text
Dans le vieux parc solitaire et glacé 
Deux formes ont tout a l’heure passé. 
Leurs yeux sont mort et leurs lèvres  
sont molles, 
Et l’on entend à peine leurs paroles. 
Dans le vieux parc solitaire et glacé 
Deuz spectres ont évoqué le passé. 
-Te souvient-il de notre extase ancienne? 
-Pourquoi voulez-vous donc qu’il m’en 
souvienne? 
-Ton coeur bat-il toujours à mon seul nom? 
Toujours vois-tu mon âme en rêve? – Non. 
- Ah! Les beaux jours de bonheur indicible. 
Ou nous joignons nos bouches! -C’est 
possible.” 
-Qu’il était bleu, le ciel, et grand l’espoir! 
L’espoir a fui, vaincu, vers le ciel noir. 
Tels ils marcahient dans les avoines folles, 
Et la nuit seule entendit leurs paroles.

Trans.

In the old park, solitary and icy 
Two forms have just gone by. 
Their eyes are dead and their lips are limp, 
And one strains to hear their words. 
In the old park, solitary and icy, 
Two spectres have evoked the past. 
“Do you remember our former ecstasy?” 
“Why do you want me to remember it?” 
“Does your heart still beat at the sound  
of my name? 
Do you still see my soul as you dream?” 
“No.” 
“Ah! The lovely days of inexpressible 
happiness! 
When we joined our lips!” “It is possible.” 
“How blue it was, the sky, and how great 
our hopes!” 
“Hope has fled, vanquished, toward the 
black sky.” 
And so they walked in the wild-oat grass, 
And only the night heard their words.

Translated by Jane Sheldon
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@markoliveirocomposer

@audiomarked

MARK OLIVEIRO
Melbourne, Victoria 
Mark Oliveiro offers an exploration of 
the quintessence of ritual inherent in 
all human expression. Oliveiro’s work 
is riddled with themes from myth and 
legend, and with the tools that reflect 
the human-condition today. This artistic 
amalgam has been described as: ‘epic’, 
‘ritualistic’ and “bristling with (…) 
primitive energy.”

Website
markoliveiro.com
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EVE (i)
Sean X. Quinn
A setting of mysterious and mangled  
text, eve (i) (2020/21) is a hefty solo 
voice work that forms the predominant 
part of the opening of the planned opera 
– moths – as part of the Triduum of Light 
series. This opening monologue, acting 
as a dual foreshadowing and recounting 
of events, weaves a mixture of melismatic 
and theatrical delivery, embracing a sense 
of mystery that surround the character of 
‘eve’ – the bringer of the calm of night – 
and illuminate an internal monologue that 
wretches at the thought of the instability 
between the control over one’s desire. An 
almost animalistic, incantational state 
of existence, eve (i) unlocks a variety of 
characteristics of its host, as the illusions 
of night are emitted through wailing, 
gasping and croaking; a siren of simple 
yet melancholic spite.
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EVE (i)
Text
… t’was a night of many things 
not only things but thoughts …

… t’was a night o’er the moon 
when she doth shine her silver shoon 
that a simple match of light and dark 
did form the dreaded night of thoughts …

… it crept amongst the gabled trees 
treading high but low’r the knees 
and alone across, segue the shadows  
of night …

… around the leaf 
a group no less of thief 
did group a-neath the nightly blanket 
plotting the next of their attack …

… but t’was this night that a-many 
did not happen 
only they would not prevail above the dark 
when the opening of the close …

… t’is only they who fly in night 
who are filled with nothing fright 
of hell …

… t’is them who hide in angst 
till these wicked gangst 
have weighed and tracked the path of scandlry 
and brought the night, unrest …
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@SEANQUINNCOMPOSER

@SEANQUINNCOMPOSER

@QUINNPOSER

SEAN X QUINN
Melbourne, Victoria 
Described as ‘protean, innovative, 
thorough, precise and imaginative’, Sean 
Quinn is a composer and writer based 
in Melbourne, Australia. He is currently 
studying Composition at the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music, and has 
studied with Christine McCombe, Melody 
Eötvös and Johannes Schöllhorn. He has 
worked closely with performers such as 
clarinettist Richard Haynes, bassoonist 
James Aylward, accordionist Ghandie 
Rotari, percussion collective Speak 
Percussion and members of Ensemble 
MusikFabrik amongst others. His 
scores are published by the Paris-based 
publishing house, BabelScores.

Website
seanquinncomposer.com
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A SEA SPRAY OF ASH 
Robert McIntyre
A Sea Spray of Ash is work for solo 
soprano with minimal yet reverberant 
piano accompaniment, confronting the 
issue of environmental collapse, which 
poses a sobering threat to our existence. 
It conveys a narrative of ash covering 
the shores, natural disasters, and a 
reminiscent moment of when the Earth 
was pure, right before a solemn caution to 
not silence its desperate plea for survival.
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A SEA SPRAY OF ASH
Text

Carbon dated evacuation Glacial tsunami

Tectonic collapse 

Caldera crystallised Cubic miles 
Unearthed 

Atmosphere Landslide Ash

Though that is all in the future – Now, I 
stand with you on the shore Looking back 
beyond the hinterland; An early morning 
omen

Of amber light

Emerging over the mountain
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@ROBERTTMCINTYRE

@ROBERTTMCINTYRECOMPOSER

ROBERT MCINTYRE
Melbourne, Victoria 
Robert McIntyre is an emerging 
Australian composer & flautist who 
draws from personal experiences, nature 
and important causes as potential 
frameworks, in order to create an 
atmosphere of discussion and reflection. 
So far, he has collaborated with Divisi 
Chamber Singers/Sally Whitwell, VYSO, 
Syzygy Ensemble, Jasper Ly, Collide Trio, 
the University  
of Melbourne Symphony Orchestra  
and more. 

Robert has a BH-MUS(Hon) in Music 
Composition from the University of 
Melbourne (MCM) and has commenced 
postgraduate study at the Melbourne 
Law School (JD). He is also working 
with Syzygy Ensemble in social media 
marketing.

More information about his current 
commissions, ambitions and existing 
music can be found at his website.

Website
roberttmcintyre.com
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SINCE I LOST YOU FROM 
THIS TOO SHALL PASS
by Anne Cawrse
In order for there to be resurrection, 
there must first be death. To begin to 
understand and take delight in love 
gained, one must first experience love 
lost. Beyond the light of day there will 
always be the darkness of the night.

I find a simple, honest beauty in the 
melancholy and bittersweet; perhaps 
it is because the juxtaposition of light 
and dark, pain and ecstasy, love and loss 
seems altogether more real, more human. 
Musically, I wish only to effectively paint 
the inherent beauty, devotion, sadness 
and fear embedded in each elegiac text.
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SINCE I LOST YOU FROM 
THIS TOO SHALL PASS
Text

Since I lost you, my darling, the sky has 
come near, 
And I am of it, the small sharp stars are 
quite near, 
The white moon going among them like a 
white bird among snow-berries, 
And the sound of her gently rustling in 
heaven like a bird I hear.

And I am willing to come to you now, my 
dear, 
As a pigeon lets itself off from a cathedral 
dome 
To be lost in the haze of the sky, I would 
like to come, 
And be lost out of sight with you, and be 
gone like foam.

 
For I am tired, my dear, and if I could lift 
my feet, 
My tenacious feet from off the dome of 
the earth 
To fall like a breath within the breathing 
wind 
Where you are lost, what rest, my love, 
what rest!
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@ANNECAWRSE

ANNE CAWRSE
Adelaide, South Australia 
Anne Cawrse is an experienced and 
versatile orchestral and chamber 
music composer, having written for the 
Adelaide, Melbourne and Tasmanian 
Symphony Orchestras, the Australian 
String Quartet, Plexus Ensemble, 
Zephyr Quartet, and the Adelaide Wind 
Orchestra. Anne is also a highly revered 
art song and choral composer, and is 
the most commissioned composer of 
the award-winning Adelaide Chamber 
Singers. Her first opera, Innocence, was 
developed with Singular Productions 
and the State Opera Company of South 
Australia. She has twice been a finalist 
in the APRA/Australian Music Centre 
Classical Music Awards, winning the 
State award in 2018.

Website
annecawrse.com
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FRUHLINGSGLAUBE 
FROM FRUHLINGSZYKLUS 
(SPRING SONG CYCLE) 
by Luke Styles
Originally commissioned by the  
Hoepfner Brewery in Karlsruher as 
part of the Wolfgang Rihm Scholarship 
(it’s always nice to combine beer and 
composing). The full set of songs combine 
soprano, horn, piano and soprano quartet, 
setting poetry by George, Hölderlin, 
Uhrland and O’Hara. Each song delves 
into the themes of spring and nature 
both explicitly or hidden. Lively and slow 
movements exchange, with moods of 
humour and reflection.
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FRÜHLINGSGLAUBE BY 
LUDWIG UHLAND

Text

Die linden Lüfte sind erwacht, 
Sie säuseln und wehen 
Tag und Nacht, 
Sie schaffen an allen Enden. 
O frischer Duft, o neuer Klang! 
Nun, armes Herze, sei nicht bang! 
Nun muss sich alles, alles wenden.

Die Welt wird schöner 
mit jedem Tag, 
Man weiß nicht, 
was noch werden mag, 
Das Blühen will nicht enden. 
Es blüht das fernste, tiefste Tal: 
Nun, armes Herz, vergiss der Qual! 
Nun muss sich alles, alles wenden.
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@LUKESTYLESMUSIC

@LUKESTYLESMUSIC

LUKE STYLES
London, United Kingdom 
Luke Styles is a composer, published by 
G.Schirmer/Wise Music. Luke was the 
first Glyndebourne Young Composer 
in Residence and the first composer 
in residence at the Foundling Museum 
since Handel. Luke’s operas have been 
performed on the famous Glyndebourne 
main stage, and the Royal Opera House 
Covent Garden. Luke has recently 
completed his first Australian opera 
Ned Kelly which premiered to critical 
acclaim at the 2019 Perth Festival and 
was listed as a finalist for the 2020 Art 
Music Awards. Looking further ahead 
Luke will compose a Saxophone Concerto, 
orchestral and chamber works and two 
new operas in the UK and USA.

Website
lukestyles.com
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IN MY BRAIN 
by David Evans
Composing is a vocation that requires 
one to spend much of their lives in 
their own head, which is perhaps why I 
am often drawn to texts which explore 
the inner workings of the mind. Having 
battled my own mental health issues, I 
was immediately struck by this remarkable 
poem by Emily Dickinson, which, for 
me, lucidly captures the experience of 
observing one’s own loss of touch with 
reality. In my interpretation of the text, 
I have sought to project the constant 
fluctuation between denial, numbness, 
panic and hopeless nostalgia, which has 
often accompanied my own periods of 
psychological ailment
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EMILY DICKINSON

Text

I felt a Funeral, in my Brain, 
And Mourners to and fro 
Kept treading -treading -till it seemed 
That Sense was breaking through –

And when they all were seated, 
A Service, like a Drum - 
Kept beating -beating -till I thought 
My mind was going numb –

And then I heard them lift a Box 
And creak across my Soul 
With those same Boots of Lead, again, 
Then Space -began to toll,

As all the Heavens were a Bell, 
And Being, but an Ear, 
And I, and Silence, some strange Race, 
Wrecked, solitary, here –

And then a Plank in Reason, broke, 
And I dropped down, and down - 
And hit a World, at every plunge, 
And Finished knowing - then
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@daaaaaaaaaaave

DAVID EVANS
Sydney, New South Wales 
David Evans is an Australian composer 
based in London. His music has been 
performed throughout Europe, Asia 
and Australia by groups such as the 
MDI Ensemble, the Gildas Quartet, 
Aeolus Wind Quintetand the Magnard 
Ensemble. David’s work hasbeen selected 
for performancein festivals by esteemed 
composers such asHarrison Birtwistle, 
Beat Furrer and Michael Finnissy. 
He holds degrees from the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music and the Royal 
College of Music in London, and is a 
Fellow of the Tanglewood Music Center, 
2020 and 2021. David currently studies 
privately withJulian Anderson.

Website
davidevanscomposer.com
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Kammerklang (German for “Chamber 
sound”) is an Australian production 
company specialising in the collaboration 
of music and other artforms, literally 
focusing on the fusion of sound and  
the “chamber” or space it’s performed in. 
Established in 2009 and now Based in 
both Sydney and Melbourne, the company 
curates physical and digital experiences 
utilising the wealth of Australian  
artistic talent.

The aim of Kammerklang is to create, 
curate, and recontextualise Australian 
artistic creation, to instill wonder, awe  
and a sense of play. We present this work 
in formats that are inquisitive, detailed, 
and accessible; while still fostering 
exploration and communication between 
the arts.

Artistic Director: Cameron Lam

Artistic Associate: Alicia Crossley

Graphic Designer: Luke Adrian Moseley
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